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Ingram mac 10 parts

Ingram Solution Evolutiona.k.a.M.A.C. Family TreeSonics at Military Armament Corp. * manufactured submachine guns in 9 mm and 45 acp, (Model 10). They also made compact submachine guns at .380 acp, (Model 11). All but a few experimental weapons were made to fire from open bold positions. There are reports of several semi-auto pistols being manufactured; to date,
only one has been documented. RPB iNDUSTRIES * made of open screw submachine guns (M10 &amp; M11), in 9 mm, 45 acp and .380 acp. The company also produces open bolt firing pistols of the same calibers as submachine guns. These are models SA M10, (9 &amp; 45) and SA M11, (.380 ). Other designations include miap M10, m11 and bag M10, (c = carbine). All
open bolt-firing weapons manufactured after June 1982 were to be reclassified as submachine guns and subject to NFA rules. RPB Industries manufactured, (only for a short time), closed bolt firing M10 in 9 mm. Not long after, this company ceased its activities. Jersey Arms, Hatton Industries Co* was founded in New Jersey on a major basis that if the original MAC was good,
their version would be better. Te's design has been redesigned, and in some ways there have been improvements. The Avenger, as their model was called, however, had the same problem as R.P.B. weapons; fired from the open screw. No matter how the weapon was redesigned, the ATF would not allow production. Their submachine guns and pistols were designed to use
the M3 magazine, larger rear and front sights, and take down a pin that contains a large drag ring to assist in dismantling the weapon. After 4+ years of reworking, Avenger was eventually approved for sale. A large order was obtained to arm afghan insurgents. However, the State Department halted all such sales for fear that the U.S. would become entangled in the Middle East.
Approved Jersey gun receivers that could not be sold across the sea or at home, were stored for years until their sale to R.P.B., who reworked submachine guns using MAC parts, and then offered registered submachine guns for sale to American collectors and shooters.**{The Jersey Arms Company registered 520 submachine guns, of which R.P.B. built 420 Jersey machine gun
guns-------What happened to 100 receivers that were not used?} ** NOTE** NOTE A: This was the latest production of new submachine guns that could be legally sold in this country.*** Since the late 1980s patriot distribution company Pennsylvania has offered pistols chambered in 45 acp based on jersey gun design. These pistols were obviously semi-auto firing, closed bolt
design guns that saw limited sales and are rarely seen on the market today.*** Every now and then, stripped lower receiver marked Jersey guns appear on the secondary market. Are these receivers any of the Jersey gun submachine guns, or just stray pistol receivers from Patriot Distribution? Which ever are, today can be assembled only as a closed bolt firing weapon.
SWD/COBRAY INC.
* This company has been a spin-off of sorts from R.P.B Industries. Since most of the directors of this new company were managers and partners of the other company, the organization produced an Ingram-style submachine gun that was on the drawing board at MAC/RPB before the management change. This submachine gun is an
M11/9 model. Made in just 9mm, it was made as an open bolt firing submachine gun. To boost sales, the semi-auto only pistol version was also built, which fires from a closed bolt and was designed not to be converted into a full car fire. This closed bolt gun was chambered in 9mm. The second chamber was offered in a conversion kit to allow the pistol to fire 0.380 acp. A semiauto carbine gun was also made, and like the pistol, was designed not to be converted to a full auto fire.Military Armament Corporation* a new company in Stephenville, Texas, using an old but recognized name, was launched there. The company also produced Ingram M10 submachine guns in 45 and 9 mm. These are open bolts firing style weapons that had a very short
production history due to atf declaring that no more machine guns and submachine guns could be made for civilian use after 1986. One note: this company has identified its weapons in both caliber (9 &amp; 45). For this reason, one receiver can be used to fire both rounds simply by changing several parts(upper receiver, and adding a mag adapter or removing one as needed).
Since the civilian market was still looking for more M10 style Ingram guns, this company supplied both a 9mm and 45 acp closed bolt firing pistols based on the Ingram design. This design uses sheet metal pressing for most of its lockwork assembly, which made the pistol appear to be more complex than other weapons of this class, and with harder stretching of the closed screw
system and heavy trigger pull, the pistol suffered with poor sales until these manufacturing problems were overcome. There was one carbine prototype built in 45 acp, but there was no interest from management for the carbine at this time, and that project was omitted.** NOTE: around this time, circa 1988/89, a number of M10 and M11 stripped lower receivers and barren sheet
flats came to the secondary firearms market. Such companies as Tapco and Rhino Sales offered lower receiver parts kits as well as complete upper receiver kits. As a result of these parts being available, a number of small companies have started offering MAC kit gun parts for sale. Taylor Production @ * offered your Model D a lower receiver. It is believed that these receivers
were manufactured by R.P.B. for their version of the closed bolt 45 acp pistol, which was never placed into production. At the time these receivers were offered, the only company that had parts that would work in these receivers were made mac, in Texas. So, many Taylor Model D, M10-style pistols have been completed using these parts. Tactical lifesaving equipment @Florida*
offers sheet metal flats, and U-shaped bent apartments, as well as (allegedly) stripped lower receivers. This company has offered both M10 and M11/9 decreases. As with Taylor, the 45 model T.R.E. needed Texas parts to be assembled, while SWD &amp; Cobray M11/9 parts could be used to assemble T.R.E. reduces. Athlete Adventure Shop @ Kansas * offered its model X10
pistol in the form of a kit. These kits ran from flat unbent sheet metal, to U-shaped bent receivers, up and including stripped lower receivers. Several completed pistols were reportedly sold by this company as well. Security Ordnance Company * This company, founded in Los Angeles, California, and then moved to Las Vegas, NV, (circa 187 to 1998), was the latest entry into the
MAC market, but it was one company that had the latest ideas and suggestions. This company was founded in L.A., CA, G. Ingram and RJ Stepan. The company later moved to Las Vegas, NV, to set up the production and distribution of a new line of weapons designed by Mr. Ingram that included many new and up-dated designs using the latest materials and advanced
manufacturing techniques. Their new line of weapons, the Mark series, will never cross the prototype stage. The ban on assault weapons spelled the end before it even began for Mr. Ingram's new company. Leinad LLC. @Tennessee* firearms company that was spun off by SWD/Cobray. This company offered the same variety of weapons and accessories as the parent
company, which included the M11/9 pistol and CM11/9 carbines made famous earlier by the company. Nighthawk Firearms @ Florida * With the demand for high quality MAC style firearms still present in the country, Nighthawk Firearms Company has offered its M10 stripped receiver in the form of a 45 acp lower which is very close to a copy of the original Powder Springs, GA,
M10 gun. At this time, a small start-up company was producing locked assemblies based on an RPB system with closed screws. This company has become a masterpiece of weapons, which at the time merged with Nighthawk Firearms to form a new company with a long record of quality and attention to detail.S.A.M. @ Philippines - imported CAI Georgia, VT. * This MAC styled
pistol is an up-dated version of the M11 pistol made .B. The legacy of Ingram is the obvious weapon is different in that it is chambered in 9mm, instead of the .380 round. The location and type of security also vary there M11. Made after the ban on assault weapons, this pistol does not have a threaded barrel. In addition, the lockwork of this new and compact design is well
thought out and very robust. Vulcan Weapons @ Minnesota * This closed bolt firing version of the M10 is labeled V10 by Vulcan Weapons. According to reports, the Vulcan V10 is available in both 9 mm and 45 countries. One feature on the V10 is the use of M3 magazines, (reminiscent of Jersey weapons weapons), instead of the elaborate M3 magazines needed for the original
M.A.C. 10, 45 act designed weapons. Masterpiece of weapons @ Georgia * The last entry into the world of Ingram designed and inspired weapons is a masterpiece of weapons. This company produces a variety of M10, (9 mm &amp; 45 acp) pistols as well as M11 sized pistols. Also offered are a new design side stretching MAC pistols and carbines. While maintaining the
general shape and size of the original MA weapons. C, lockwork kits appear to be updated versions of SWD and Cobray design. this is the only company offering a conditional lifetime guarantee to the original buyer. There may still be other manufacturers of MAC-styled pistols and carbines to be added to this list, such as the Midland Texas Open Bolts firing pistol, which has been
reported but never documented. There are also reports of a semi-car style MAC pistol made in England that was supposed to be imported, and may still be some day. M10 guns designed by G. Ingram seem to have become self-sustaining and rooted in the American psyche.Composed by RJ Stepan @Las Vegas, NVOctober 12, 2010 2010
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